
 
 
Ockham asked us not to multiply Entities beyond what we are forced to do.   Thus 
if we need no extra centuries or pentakontaEteiai, nor even need so much as 
decades or Olympiadic periods of 4 years -- Ockhamite impatience urges us 'Don't 
dilate, don’t wait – h.e. don’t multiply time-intervals beyond necessity, præter 
necessitatem'    
 
 Rather, we are directed to economise by supposing this little known personage to 
be a proto-neoplatonist of very early date indeed.   For example the man called 
(perhaps by local nickname) Amphinomus, colleague and contemporary of Speusippus.  
Perhaps Amphinomus had an extreme form of Platonophilia, far more intense than 
Plato’s nephew.  If so, the extreme nature of the intimacy would be comparable to 
that of Isabel van Kleek, no blood relation, to the man and author Samuel Clemens.  
Isabel’s petname for Mark Twain was simply ‘The King’.   Isabel lived to see 
Clemens write up a 450 page typescript – still today remaining unpublished – in 
which he savagely attacks her, and in severest language. 
 
Perhaps you agree with me in thinking Twain’s words unendearing – from a letter   
words to his daughter Twain’s daughter and heir  Clara, about Isabel:  “a liar, a 
forger, a hypocrite, a drunkard, a sneak. . .a filthy-minded slut pining for 
seduction”.  This invective against his pseudo-successor is so severe as to cause 
a Plato or a Speusippus to feel shocked.  I omit some unfriendly parts of Twain’s 
description.  Laura S. Trombley (2010, Knopf , p, xvi) Published 100 years after 
the year of Twain’s death, per the family’s demand. Clemens’s heir was a blood 
relation, like Speusippus was to Plato.  The Academy was bequeathed to Plato’s 
nephew.  We saw something parallel with Tolstoy’s legacy, the man who firmly 
rejected his claimed successors’s ambitions: “I am not a Tolstoyan” he insisted.   
 
If anything parallel becomes of the literary legacy of Garrison Keillor, it is as 
yet unknown.  Plato’s words pointed at someone likely from his earliest 
‘successors’, finding their way into Republic Bk V, are far less harsh, as mean as 
he wrote being ‘not a philosopher, though a quasi-philosopher only’ – 475E. 
 
 
Note the point that one can avoid an unwanted jingling sound, if this man’s 
birthname ended with ‘-ippus’.  It would create an unwanted jingle to utter the 
litany ‘Speusippus and Philippus’.  We thus have a nominal cause behind shifting 
to an alternate name, such as Amphinomus.    
 
Quite possibly this name ‘Amphinomus’, apart from echoing the name of the 
wellknown suitor of Penelope, can name a man driven by strong academic motives. 
Aristotle's teacher [another alias: Socrates2, Socrates Alternate (-allos, see 
prefatory sigla to Venetus T’s Politicus.) Still otherwise ‘Younger Socrates’.   
 
We must have the blood-and-bone human alive just one 50 year period, or one 
pentakontaEteia after Socrates(1), and have him experiencing his coronation just 
one line ahead of  Stephanus 311 C 7 at the end of Plato’s Politicus.  Call this 
the culminating moment -- or coronation -- of King Socrates.  Thus a truly ‘new’ 
or Neos Socrates(here in a scholion to via paliggenesis). 
 
To borrow a word from D. Schenkeveld on the p. Kosmou, this author’s style is 
"highflown".  It expresses something of the overconfidence or arrogance mentioned 
by Plato in the ‘true astronomer’ passage of Republic VII:  megalophronoumenoi 
μεγαλοφρονούμενοι 
 
 I would add this point, that his style aims to be "musical" in the high-platonic 



sense of highly literary.  Again a polar opposite to his namesake, who prided 
himself on his (at least dramatically assumed) plainspokenness.  It is an example 
used of someone in Aristotle’s vicinity, as in the two terms of "Socrates is 
musical".    
 
Further, this literary and ambitious writer would write )(graphei), and -- 
possibly -- exhibit (b) pallor (leukos), such as might hinder his being sent by 
Plato to give advice to lawgivers, statesmen, or kings (Leodamas, for example; the 
'Amorians' to whom a Socrates basileus is reported to have spoken (the Asmolean 
ms. #304) 
 


